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Teaching Korean Language through Literature 

- Reflections on a Decade of Experience with Modern Korean Short Fiction 

R. King* 

Introduction 

TIlls paIH introduces my e~rience over the past decade as I have 

continued to prepare and teach from a set of advanced Korean language 

teaching materials based on modern Korean short fiction. The project was 

officially launched in Iffi4 as a Multimedia Reader in Modem Korean Short 

Fiction under the auspices of the Korea Foundation-supJX)rted KIEAR 

textlxx>ks project (incofIXlrated in Hawaii as the Korean Language Education 

& Research Center, hence 'KlEAR'), and my coauthors were originally Mark 

Peterson and the late Han-Kon Kim, ooth of Brigham Young University. 

Already in Iffi4 the project built in part on ideas and materials develoIffi by 
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the authors prior to that tirre, but since the untirrely passing of Professor 

Han-Kon Kim in 1913, primary responsibility for this project has passed to 

rre at the University of British Columbia 

Project Objectives 

The original objectives of the Multimedia Reader . .. project were 

several: nne generally, to provide, in CD fonmt, a generous selection of 

amply annotatecVglossed rrrxlem Korean short stories for advanced 

Anglophone learners of Korean studying in North American universities that 

was sufficiently robust enough to allow for use in either self-study or in the 

classroom, and in the latter case sufficiently comprehensive enough to 

accomrrxx:late a range of tastes on the part of instructors wanting to pick 

and choose armng different short stories as they constructed a course 

syllabus. With sf,€Cific reference to the learners using these materials, the 

ho~ was and remains that, after two serresters of working with a selection 

of the stories, students would feel comfortable and confident with (rather 

than intimidated by) the notion of picking up a work of Korean fiction and 

simply reading it for pleasure. Thus, working with these materials should 

a)improve students' comprehension of each sf,€Cific Korean short story, 

b)improve their retention of Korean vocabulary and cultural references, 

clincrease their enjoyrrent and appreciation of Korean language literary 

texts, and d)generally improve Korean language reading skills. As will be 

seen below, the course materials have generated other benefits for students 

as well. 



Why Fiction? 

The selection of fiction as the sole genre for this project was due to 

several factors. First was [ffsonal preference: all three project originators 

were more comfortable with and interested in Korean fiction than in [XleUy, 

drama, essay, etc. But there are good IHIagogicol and linguistic reasons, too. 

Assuming that one's goal is to combine in-tensive reading with ex-tensive 

reading through carefully pre-selected input, fiction is to be preferred over 

[XleUy because of the higher degree of redundancy and rep2tition built into 

the texts, while short fiction allows students the satisfaction of actually 

reading an entire, integral work from start to finish. And while [XleUy, due 

to its shortness, also allows for this satisfaction (and thus might lend itself 

well to a similar annotated database project in future), difficulties in diction, 

style and interpretation can bog down the learner and/or a reading class. 

Furthermore, if one follows Claire You (2003) in advocating courses that 

target single skills (e.g., just reading or writing, as op]:X)sed to trying to 

cover all four skills evenly in one course) in the higher levels of instruction, 

eSp:'Cially for Heritage Learners, short fiction again seems appropriate: most 

Heritage Learners (including, in my experience, "1.5-generation" immigrant 

students who have come to North America before, say, the age of 11 or 12), 

even if they demonstrate reasonably fluent speaking and listening skills in 

Korean, are terrified of the prosp:'Ct of walking into a Korean bookstore, 

picking up a collection of short stories, and buying it to read for pleasure. 

And yet, their eXIXlsure to and intuitions about Korean are such that, with 

appropriate guidance and materials, and with some hard work, they can 

overcome this fear in one or two semesters. 



Project Division of Labor 

The original division of labor was: 

-Han-Kon Kim: computer prograrrrning and design 

-Mark Peterson: culture notes & su]HVision of initial text input and 

vocabulary glossing 

-Ross King: grammar notes & su]HVision of subsequent text editing 

However, the unfortunate and lUltirrely death of Professor Han-Kon Kim 

in the spring of 1913 forced us to reconsider much of this original division 

of labor. Since 19l3, Ross King at UBC has been the primary supervisor of 

the project. Original flUlding for this project lUlder the auspices of KIEAR 

was a mxiest USD $12,cm, a sum that has since been allg1TI2nted by 

flUlding from different sources with the University of British Columbia, as 

well as most recently from the Korea FOlUldation (outside the auspices of 

KLEAR). The majority of the work perfonred to date has focused on text 

input and editing, vocabulary and grammar annotations for the stories, with 

computer (website) prograrmning and website design playing a more mxiest 

role (more below). 

Proficiency Level 

In terms of the ACTFL proficiency guidelines, the materials aim for a 

reading level at the very top of the "superior" range. Thus, the materials are 

best suited to advanced lUldergraduate or MA-level reading classes. They 

are also well suited for the training of literary translators (Korean-English). 



At UBC, these materials have fomed the bulk of the syllabus for a 

fourth-year undergraduate course called "Korean 4lO: Readings in Modem 

Korean Short Fiction." While in theory Korean 410 should be lXlpulated in 

the first instance by students who have successfully completed Korean 300, 

UBC's third-year "intermediate" course in Korean language, in practice few 

students progress in this manner from Korean 300 to Korean 4lO, in part 

because the gap in skills required for these two courses is significant. Most 

of the students in Korean 4lO over the past decade have been either MA 

students in Korean Studies (usually, but not only, specializing in Korean 

literature) and Heritage Learners whose Korean language skills over

qualified them for any other courses among our limited offerings. 

For all practical IJUl1X)ses, field testing of these materials thus far has 

been conducted almost exclusively at UBC. One reason for this is that only 

a handful of Nort:hArrerican universities offer Korean language instruction at 

such a high level in the first place. But Mark Peterson at Brigham Young 

University has used some of the materials in his teaching apparently with 

some success and Gweesook Kim at Princeton once requested the files for 

%~-%l's "5:4-71." But otherwise the materials have been too ITllich "under 

construction" and have undergone so many changes in format and 

presentation that it has thus far been difficult for other colleagues to test 

them 

Development Experience 

In this section, I discuss the process of selecting the short stories for the 



reader/student and annotating them over the past ten years. 

Selection of Stories 

In essence, our proja:t is a huge, annotated anthology of short stories, 

and anthologies, by their very nature, have a little sorrething to annoy sorre, 

and a little sorrething to please others. Our selection combines personal 

preference, consultation with leading critics in Seoul, advice from colleagues, 

and trial and error. In addition, an attempt has been made to include authors 

representative of a broad range of tirre periods 0920s - Isms), styles, and 

orientations. Thus, the Multimedia Reader . .. includes some classics as well 

as sorre lesser-known writers and stories that nonetheless have intrinsic 

historical andlor literary importance. An additional factor has been the 

availability of English translations of, or English-language criticism of, the 

work in question or other works by the sarre author. 

I am reminded here of a comrrent by a "1.S-generation" Korean Canadian 

student who came to Vancouver in his late ' teens. This particular student 

once asked to see the list of stories for Korean 410, and after glancing down 

the list, pronounced sorrewhat dismissively that he had 'never heard' of 

some of the stories and authors. He implied (and I suspect many Koreans 

from Korea would agree) that somehow a course such as this should 

reproduce intact the authors and story titles that any educated person from 

South Korea would recognize. I reject such a notion, and can also relate an 

interesting experience from the early days of this project. Eager to gain 

insight into what a leading South Korean critic might suggest as 



"representative" short stories suitable for reading by advanced foreign 

learners, I asked for advice from Professor Paik Nak-chung, a distinguished 

critic of modem Korean literature if ever there was one, Professor Paik 

kindly recommended a number of stories to me, all of which I duly and 

diligently read, studied, and prepared (annotated) for this project. But in the 

classroom, with Anglophone learners, all of these stories but one (~{[{i's 

".:l/.<5J=") turned out to be disasters for reasons of content, difficulty and 

length, The rmral of the story is simple enough: teachers of Korean 

language and literature outside of Korea need to follow their own instincts 

in selecting materials for their students, 

Thus, before ever considering literary worth, our first criteria were 

'length' and 'relative easiness for an Anglophone learner of Korean', Thus, 

all the stories are less than twenty pages long in the original Korean some 

much less --, and have been deemed accessible to a foreign student of 

Korean with three or four years of university Korean instruction (provided, 

that is, that the texts have been properly glossed), 

The table of contents is as follows (chronological order): 

Stones already fully annotated' 

{l-'i-'?l "flAt' 
-&~?! "I!~l' 

{l-8-1,7 "~!t~!' 

o/E/lfI- "offf~ ,f-otl' 
O/K~ "~' 

'?!§/'f! " Jd" "2 

lfJ25 

1fJ26 

1fH5 

1934 

1935 

1916 



302 -:li"oj.ll!.*crlT Al]l4i) 

~!lfl~ "rff tr:Al' 1946 

0/'il1l ""§/vf* Afff~" EI57 

~ ";{:.L/7/, 1f159 
zl~ 
00-, ".!j!-;@7/<gI' 1f154 

£!'?J~ "~c5Jf!' HE! 

£!'?J~ " Ef'?J ~ ¥/' HJ71 

:wJf'?! "11£ 7!-C- U' 1973 

s:1Ji!/! " tj/iSI7/, 1974 

ffj-!fJAi "7/* ~o!, 1975 

?/;{/-@! " 'V-TJ Iflt 1979 

.2. "€f't! "olli/A /2!- f1Ht-UJ' 1979 

£!2f "wiT' 1fNJ 

0/-ff'?1 "JZfZl/' 1f132 

.2.1J§/ " Y! -!f- .2. fi 'ti" 19:)3 

The stories in this list are all available with the following resources: 

Korean text, vocabulary annotations, grammar notes, and English translation. 

Stories approved for full annotntim, but still "1.1l1der mnstrudim:" 

L/£c5J "otO/'/fAI' 1923 

?J.'j-i!/ "§jf!~ 4otl' 1935 

£!1J§/ "-§-71' 1937 

0/11 "iJiJtti!' 193'3 

0/~1i II ljAj ( 1Jlfi<)" 1rB5 

?!T'?! IIU1i~' 
20 1975 

?!-@!'l! "AI;@ "@- 1l 1f131 

0/'?J1f "*i!/1l~ x:: 't! "@- TJli!/" 1f132 

-&-1Js: "'/!U' 19'35 
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'ft"iSH! "M£!2/- Ef/Jj/' 1fJ35 

~Jf} ".If. eI' 1% 

-t-1lfY "LiJ' 1% 

lltI! "{jz-j.9/ 'tf71/~' 1fB3 

0/*"iS1 "j!M/of/::: /,1/71 fir:!' 1fB3 

-r.£Ai "f}*lIJ-71/71 f1i::: TJ~' 1fJ.13 

1!~~ " TJ1'ifof/ fN! 1J!~ o/l7/, 1f115 

~:§/~ "'tiN' 1f115 

?/<?j"iS1 "£vf,/!' 1f113 

0/f}7/ "-¥ffofi!/' 1f113 

The stories in this list are all available with at least two of the following 

resources: Korean text, vocabulary annotations, grammar notes, and English 

translation. 

Stones GJ1lU)tated and translated but later rejected for teading purposes: 
oJA/-A-l 
pOId "~§/' 1fJ25 

Il-8-1,-l tiM .li!!' 1935 17, 17 

o/E/lfi!' "Me-l",'" -,-,0 1937 

71/fl-~ "~ 0/0/7/' 1946 

£'/'?!i!- tty g~i!/' 1fEJ 

'ft7/~ "ofT£! H;;</rf!' 1fE3 

Il1,-l~ "AlIJ!71/' 1971 

o/fl'?1 ";;</Ai -- AI! 71/.9/ of/Il/1- co' 1fHJ 

ll-tI! "-€!-1,'" 1!EJ 

22,-l:§/ "~P//71.9/ xi!/!' 1!EJ 



The stories in this list were rejected for various reasons. "~:&," ",*, ,*," 

"~12j1:lJ," "~ 0101=71," "~Tti ~A1t:l1," "A}lQ-/(H" and "trPj1A}~ J=.?J1" all 

proved to ~ too long and too difficult for students, while the 0 Ht~and % 
! ~ pieces, strictly speaking, were not short stories, but excerpts from 

longer works. In a few cases, the sarre authors were retained, but with 

shorter, Imre accessible stories: {J%Ad, °1E11~, ~H~~ (though "P~ trAy' 

is also quite challenging), j,]~~, °Ht~, % !~ and ~1§j. 

The lists above are bound to offend any Korean literature qficiomdo at 

least twice ~~ once each on the counts of inclusion (e.g., Why did you 

include ?) and exclusion (e.g., Why didn't you include __ ?). But 

the list as it stands now nonetheless represents a wide range of perioos, 

authors and theJ'l'es, and is far Imre than one could ever to teach in even 

a year~long course. Thus, it is assurred that Imst teachers could find 

enough stories andlor authors to their liking in order to fashion a syllabus. 

Moreover, it is assurred that over time (once a reliable stock of on~line 

gramnar notes is available), Imre stories can ~ added, creating a sort of 

growing archive of annotated stories for advanced students. In fact, one 

useful way to expand the repertoire is to assign advanced students the task 

of preparing the annotational apparatus for a story. 

Development Strategy: Gloss First, Program Later Scrap Programming 

The data entry and subsequent editing, proofreading and annotation! 

glossing demands for a corpus of texts that prints out at hundreds of pages 

are daunting. SoJ'l'e ten years have been devoted to this process now, and 

while significant work remains, we have nevertheless 'broken the back' of 



most of the data entry. Roughly s~, the project has developed in three 

phases: 1) annotations/glossing a phase that thus far has consurred most of 

the resources and has continued throughout the project; 2) prograrrrrning (in 

fits and starts, and barely able to keep with up advances in technology); and 

3) downgrading the programming cOIIJIXlnent significantly, while moving to 

an "on-line resource" concept. 

Text Input and Procfreading: The first ten or sostories were entered on 

the Macintosh using Claris Works and Elex Computer's Korean Language 

Kit by students at Brigham Young University during the academic year 

EB4-19J5. These same students prepared initial vocabulary glosses for all 

the stories, too. During the academic year 19J5-~ all BYU files were turned 

over to Ire at UBC. I converted all the files to Nisus Writer in conjunction 

with Apple's (then) new Korean Language Kit, after which various graduate 

student research assistants and undergraduate Work Study students have 

entered additional stories and proofread the texts. Most of the texts to the 

stories (those actually taught from) are now typo-free. 

VocrJbulmy Annotatims: The initial vocabulary files prepared by BYU 

students proved to be insufficiently inclusive in their coverage. Moreover, 

work with the annotations over the course of the frrsttwo years of teaching 

revealed a great many errors and misunderstandings on the part of the 

primary annotators. SubsEXluent annotations entered by UBC students have 

demonstrated the same shortcomings (though perhaps less). There will 

probably always be residual shortcomings lurking inthe vocabulary 

annotations, but we are doing our best to minimize these. The key with 



these annotations is to save students the frustration and tirre involved with 

looking up every other word in a Korean-English dictionary, and thereby to 

allow them quicker access to the story itself. 

Gramrmr Notes: Currently SOTre 28 stories have full sets of grarmnar 

notes, meaning that the data base of grammar notes from these stories is 

comprehensive enough now to allow relatively efficient copy-and-pasting for 

adapting and revision in the remaining stories, all of which have had the 

Grammar Note 'skeleta' prepared (i.e., all phrases from each story to be 

glossed with a grammar note have been extracted and placed in separate 

"Grammar Note" files awaiting completion). All the grammar notes from 

those first 28 stories have been gathered into one "Master File" that is 

currently being distilled and edited in order to yield two different tools: 1) a 

fuller on-line reference grammar of literary Korean structural patterns, and 

2) a distilled handbook of Korean literary patterns to be published in book 

fonn The on-line reference gldI1ll1laI' will reside on the UBC Korean 

language program website at http//www.asiaubc.calkorearv/. and awaits 

only final editing of the files before uploading (in summer 200)). 

Qdture Notes: This aspect of the annotation process awaits completion, 

but is less onerous than either of the tasks above.For now, this aspect has 

been postponed indefinitely. 

Other Annotntions: Resources permitting, we shall probably want to allow 

for sound annotations. Thus, it would be rreaningful to have voice actors (or 

perhaps even the authors, in the case of those still living) record each story 



for download to MP3 players from the website. 

Design Concept and Computer Programming 

As noted above, the late Professor Han~Kon Kim was originally in charge 

of the design concept and computer prograrmning for the project. Professor 

Kim had begun to put his considerable expertise in CAlland computer 

programming to use and put all the texts, along with a morphological 

analyzer and other tools, on the Macintosh. Thlays in the preparation of the 

annotation files kept Professor Kim from making significant progress on this 

side of the project, but he did manage to program a demo version of %tr--%! 
's "::::::.y..71", using SuperCard, before his death. But in many ways his ideas 

proved to be too ambitious(for example, his morphological analyzer went to 

a depth and degree of detail that was far beyond what was useful to 

students), and in any case, were rendered moot by his death in lru3. 

After I assurred project management at UBC in Em, I embarked on an 

ffjually foolhardy project to place all the texts on the web, but with all 

glosses and annotations connected via hyperlinks or hypertext. Two new 

multimedia authoring programs for CALL software in the late Iffih gave 

me new hope for a solution to the computational aspect of our project. 

These were GALT ("Glossing Authentic Language Texts") and LIBRA 

GALT GALT was developed through a Faculty Technology Initiative 

Grant to Professor Mary Ann Lyman~Hager, then Coordinator of Instructional 

Computing, French Thpartment, The Pennsylvania State University (and 

since Iffi7, Director of the National Language Resource Center at San Diego 



State University and Professor of French at San Diego State University). 

The flagship project for the GALT program was the multllredia French 

reading course, Une Vie de Boy. Lyman-Hager explained the glossing 

rationale as follows: 

'Text glosses are rmrgin notes or footnotes tlut explain obsmre words or 

pfuuses in the literary [X1S::nge. The fo;pertext glossing developed for Une 

Vie de Bayis less obtrusive tlrm traditicrol glossing, and the expim:Jtory 

pooJers cf fo;pertext glossing ron be ex[XJl1ded without encountering the 

restrictions cf SJYxe tlut are fol1f1£i in fX1Per-lxised glossing The glossing 

rermins hidden until students identify cJullenging words or pfuuses tlut 

impede their comprehension cf the literary [X1S::nge. . . A serious cJullenge to 

foreign langwge tead7ers is the inability to predict when and for wlut 

reasons a reading comprehension breakda.vn will 0CaJT for an individml 

sturknt. Oass time. whim should be spent on activities lxised upon the rim 

cmtent cf literatw-e. is frequently devoted to the word-by-word decoding cf 

literal meanings." (http.'!/ets.mc.psuedu/catalog/rompleted/frend7/) 

UBRA: Developed by Michael Farris at Southwest Texas State 

University, LIBRA was originally designed as an authoring system for 

developing interactive videodisc lessons and other instructional materials on 

the l'v1acintosh using HyperOrrd. Although originally designed for interactive 

video and listening comprehension, LIBRA was nonetheless well-suited to a 

hy'r€rrnedia reading project like ours, and also had good provision for 

questions and comprehension checks. 

The GALT-liBRA Combo: It seerrro in the late Ems that either of 



these programs would be adequate for our project's PlJ11X)ses, and as good 

luck would have it, the GALT and LIBRA teams had just begun 

collaoorating to produce a cross-platfonn authoring shell that combined the 

strengths of each program I successfully applied for UBC Teaching and 

Learning Enhancerrent funds to purchase the programs and pay two UBC 

students to ex~rirrmt with each of these programs using the Multimedia 

Reader. . . materials. 

To Make a Long Story Short: Initially, I found Professor Lyman-Hager's 

words aoove quite inspiring, and was optimistic aoout the possibility of 

using the ideas behind GALT and LIBRA to develop similar h~r-glossed 

reading texts for Korean. However, after investing significant time and 

resources into on-line, web-based hyper-linked texts for a couple stories!), 

I concluded two things: 

1) the pathetically inadequate resources available for Korean, as well the 

substantially higher 'difficulty' level of Korean for Anglophone learners, 

made it more sensible to devote my own limited and precious resources to 

just glossing/annotation in the first place, and to more static resources, in 

the second place; and 

2) even when presented with the option of on-line, hyper-linked reading 

texts, my UBC students much preferred to download all the files (story 

1) I lemned later that the French dermnstration text featured in Une Vie de Boy was 
actually quite short sorre Hm words in total, albeit with rmre different gloss ~s. 
See the website "Glossing q Frendl Literary Texts: Une Vie de Boy" at 

http//tlt.its.psu.edu/projects/ETS_catalog/completedi frenclv'french. html: "The core of 
this software is l,ffi) words of the first chapter of Une Vie de Boy. Approximately ffi) 

words of this excerpt are glossed with seven ~s of glossing categories." 



texts, vocabulmy annotations, and grammar notes), then print them out and 

study them the old-fashioned way: using paper copy, underlining, 

highlighting and making notes to themselves in the margins. And in 

retrospect, that is the way I have always preferred to study, too. This is not 

to say that I have given up completely on the idea of a fully web-based, 

hyper glossed set of materials, but simply to confess that I remain highly 

skeptical of its feasibility or efficacy, at least with respect to the significant 

costs that would be involved in doing this with all our materials. 

Thus, all of our Korean 410 materials will soon reside on the UBC 

Korean Language Program website, not as dynamically hyper-glossed texts 

requiring hundreds of hours of tedious linking, but as inert files for 

download available in two types: PDF or HTML -- the fonrer for use in 

class, so that everybody can literally "be on the sarre page," and the latter 

for those learners in fonnal classes or otherwise who wish to manipulate 

the files on their own for whatever purposes. 

Surnrmry: The Proolem cf Glossing. I note with interest that the question 

of how to gloss litermy texts for students using them for foreign language 

learning has generated considerable interest in second language acquisition 

research in recent years. Moreover, the related questions of how best to 

gloss such texts in an electronic, hypertext or hyperrmlia environrrmt, and 

whether or not hypertext-annotated reading materials are rmre effective in 

teaching reading than traditional print-based materials, have attracted 

nurrerous educational researchers. Besides the works by Lyman-Hager listed 

in the references, see also: Al-Seghayer :nn, Brandl '2fJ.J2, Hi.i1len, W. Iffi9, 

Jacobs Iffi'l, Lomicka 19SB, Nagata 1~, Roby 1~, Stewart & Cross Iml, 



and Walz 2001. In general, problems of teaching reading and related issues 

like that of glossing have yet to receive serious attention in the field of 

Korean language p:rlagogy. 

Pedago~c~ Experience 

In this section, I discuss SOTre of the problems and successes encountered 

teaching from the Multimedia Reader. . . materials for the past two years 

at UBC. 

Which Stories to do First? 

One of the greatest difficulties with res{Rt to teaching from these 

materials has been grading the stories by difficulty. The ACfFL proficiency 

rating accorded this project within the Hawaii KLEAR project is "SuIffior," 

implying a very high level of difficulty, and this is certainly warranted. Of 

the several dozen students who have used these materials over the past 

decade, at least six finished level 4 or 5 at Yonsei University's Korean 

Language School before enrolling in the course, one or two had even 

graduated from that saTre program, and others had s~t at least one year 

studying intensively at other similar programs in Seoul. But all of them still 

exIffienced and continue to exIffience considerable difficulties with the 

materials. Indeed, even "1.5-generation" Korean Canadians who anived in 

Canada as late as age 11 or 12 complain that they find the course quite 

challenging. 



I take these complaints from what are, by all accounts, rather advanced 

learners, to be yet more evidence in favor of the notion that Korean requires 

at least four times as much investm;nt on the part of its Anglophone 

learners as do, say, French or Spanish A corollary of this simple fact is that 

instructors developing teaching materials for Anglophone learners of Korean 

need at least four times as many resources to do the job right as do their 

colleagues teaching French or Spanish2). 

Stories which have proved successful with the students and are 

considered 'relatively easier' are: 

{l%'?J's "~Ar" ~~7,:!'s ".Jl"5'J:" 

{lA]~'S "~p}\~" o]~{i's "'Q:j-P~ ",}~~" 

Elf'i1"'l's ''7j% %0]" {l-;; ~ 's "4'-~7]5~" 

%~oa's .. ~.¥- 7}C ~" .:r:~ 211's "Bd<5}7]" 

j,J'?J~'s "E}'?J~ Bel''' %'i?~'s "~Y-7]" 

..2.~:§:l's .. ~~ ..2.1i'i 'i" 

I SUSjRt that som; of the troubles encountered by students with the 

stories in the list of "rejected" stories above were due primarily to the 

insufficiently lXllished state of the SUPlXlrting materials (ty!XJs in the text; 

inadequate, erroneous ancVor non-existent vocabulary notes; inadequate or 

non-existent gramnar notes, etc.l rather than to any intrinsic difficulty in 

the texts themselves3), but there is no question that pre-l945 (and even 

2) A corollary of this simple fact is that instructors developing teaching materials for 
Anglophone learners of Korean need at least four times as many resources to do the 
job right as do their colleagues teaching French or Spanish. 

3) Pace a rather W1Charitable evaluation handed dcwn by the Korea Foundation's 
independent review committee barely one year after the project had begun its work. 



JX)st-Liberation "~l'IJ-71{},') stories tend to be much more difficult, and that 

certain authors, like ~ 1) B-, are more difficult than others. 

In general, the safest strategy is to start students off with the shortest 

and easiest of the most recent stories, and work one's way to longer and 

more difficult stories. I almost always start the course with %~~'s ":±.y. 
71," a story that students of all ages adore.4l Pre-l945 stories tend to be 

more difficult than JX)st-Liberation stories, for obvious reasons, but I have 

nonetheless had great success with both "{fAY' (1925) and ".Jl"8"J:" (1926). 

'Under Construaion' 

As alluded to above, a main difficulty in teaching from the materials in 

the early stages of the project was their rough-and-ready state. Moreover, 

it was not a little frustrating for students to be handed, over the course of 

two semesters, more than a thousand pages of xeroxed materials and be told 

to 'pretend they're multimedia' for two serresters. But as of axE, most of 

the materials will be available on the web for students to download 

themselves, and the majority of the remaining materials should be available 

on our website by late summer axE. 

How much can srudents take? 

Clearly there are too many stories in our database to cover in even two 

4) For instance, I have also had success using the "::::::'1-}7]" materials with the most 

advanced high school students at 'it 4j-~ ~Y, the Korean Language Village at 
umcordia Language Villages. 



semesters of teaching, whether at the undergraduate or graduate level, and 

clearly there is too much material in each of these two dozen stories to 

cover rmre than a fraction of each in a week's three hours of classroom 

contact. Thus far, I have taken the approach of completing one story every 

two weeks thus, students have four &)-minute sessions with each story, of 

which the last 20 minutes are reserved for a quiz. The students are 

resIXlnsible for everything in all the stories (after all, they have annotations 

for all the vocabulary and grammar, as well as an English translation of the 

story), but we cover only certain excerpts intensively in class due to time 

limitations. The last of the four classroom ~riods devoted to a story also 

has a designated 30 minutes or so for questions students have on lXlrtions 

of the story not covered in class. 

Meta-Talk: Talking about Korean Language, Talking about Korean Lterature 

The time allotted in North AIrerican universities (as oPIXlsed to programs 

in-country, i.,e., in Korea) to classroom contact for the learning of foreign 

languages is pathetically inadequate in the lower levels, and even rmre so in 

the uwr levels. Given a class like Korean 410, with just 3 hours ~r week 

of contact time, one is forced to make a numCer of hard decisions. For me, 

the nagging question has always concerned "meta-talk" how to talk about 

Korean language in class, and in what language - English or Korean?5l And 

5) Kramsch Offil, Chapter 6). though written in a SOm2 what different spirit from this 

article, complains that foreign language teachers in the United States tend to value 

action and communication rather than m2ta-communication, and genemlly emphasizes 
the notion of "m2ta-talk" and its role in language teaching. 



again, how to talk aoout the content of the stories as literature, and in 

which language? Recall Professor Lyman-Hager's characterization of the 

traditional up~r-Ievel university literary readings course aoove: "Class tirre, 

which should be s~nt on activities based upon the rich content of literature, 

is frequently devoted to the word-by-word decoding of literal !1ElIlings." 

Professor Lyman-Hager's remark belies a frustration with traditional 

"grannnar-translation" approaches to teaching, as well as, I suspect, the 

impatience of a literature aficionado eager to "get beyond" the vocabulary 

and grannnar to talk aoout what is "really" important, the literature. And 

our colleagues in North Atrerican language education departrrents (who tend 

to teach what Benjamin Lee Whorf called SAE or Standard Average 

Euro~, languages rmstly ESL, Spanish and French) are adamant that 

in-class talk indeed, all rreta~-talk -- should be conducted in the target 

language. 

But this is extrerrely difficult to manage when the target language is 

Korean. Take for example, rreta-talk aoout the language. It is easy enough, 

when one is learning French, to discuss les verbes, les adjedijs, In 

rmrphologie, les prtjixes et sLfffixes, Ie synJnxe, l'orthographe, In pronmciatim 

et la phonologie. les consonnes et lee; voyelles, etc., when virtually every 

technical term involved is cognate with English. All such vocabulary in 

Korean is Sino-Korean in origin, and learning how to talk aoout Korean in 

Korean would require a serrester-Iong course of its own. Much the Satre 

can be said for rreta-talk aoout literature: students capable of acquiring an 

advanced reading knowledge in Korean are not necessarily (and, in my 

ex~rience, not usually)capable of discussing Korean literature in Korean. Or 

at least. to require them to do so would be so difficult as to warrant 



devoting a separate course to the problem again. 

And so, a course like this forces a trade-oft: if one tries to leave aside 

some time during the week for discussion of the stories (whether in Korean 

or English), there is even less time for traditional explimtion du texte, an 

exercise every bit as ~rtant now as it was before the days of 

hYJIDIUlia-glossed texts (and, one might add, even more necessary for 

Anglophones learning Korean than it is for the same learners studying 

'Standard Average Eurorean' languages). And less our SAE colleagues 

believe all this to be methodologically antediluvian, I hasten to note that 

many of my colleagues in Japanese and Chinese proudly admit that in their 

reading courses, they give their students nothing but the original text after 

all, the students need to learn how to use dictionaries, don't they? So in my 

class, although the classroom banter is often in Korean, all technical 

questions (of which there are many) are fielded in English, and discussion of 

the story (such as it is) also tends to be in English. I also advise my 

students to enroll in Asia ?E7 "Modem Korean Literature in Translation," a 

course more appropriate for in-depth appreciation and discussion of Korean 

literature. 

In any case, the materials lend themselves to exploitation in the classroom 

in several ways. Once the materials are fully develorffi, different teachers 

will want to use them in different ways. For example, a less intimidating 

approach for certain tnes of students would be to use only carefully 

selected excerpts from the Korean text, and refer the students to the English 

translations for the rest of the stories. 



Back-up Readings 

I always assign two or three English-language articles and/or English 

translations of other stories by the same author or on a similar rmtif as 

supplerrents to the Korean-language text that the students are reading. The 

articles can be about the story itself, about the author, about the IHiod, or 

about problems like 'division literature' or 'women's fiction'. However, it 

must be said that there are still too few good articles in English that are 

suitable as back-up readings for a course of this nature. Here are sorre 

examples: 

Song, Min-ho. 1976. "The literwy Worlds q Yi Kumg-su and Kim 

Tong-in" Korea jourml 16, 5: 29-44. 

Belson, Mark J "Hyon OIin-gon's Philosopf-o! q Wine" Korea jourml 

vol. 14, no. 5, pp. 34-43. 

Kim, U-dz'(]J1f{. 1976. 'The Sitzntion q the Writers under jG[X111£Se 

wlonialism" Korea jourml 16, 5: 4-15 

Sin, Tong-Uk 1976. "Hyon OIin-gon and His literature." Korea jourml 

16, 5' 16-27. 

____ "Hyon OIin-gon and Realism" Korea jourml vol. 10, no. 9, 

p. 32-40. 

O/'/!{i "ffj-u,* A}'!fJ{" 

Kim, Pyong-ki. '1he Korean War and Viewpoints q Korean Novels." 



Korea jourml vol. 21, no. 6, pp. 26-34. 

O'Rourke, Kevin 1.971. "literature c!ter the Korean War." Korea joumal 

17, 6: 4-12 

Poitr(l';, EduXlrd "Finding the Epic in the Ordimry: HUX1I1g SLD1-won and 

his World" Korea jourml vol. 16, n 6, pp. 45-49 

Epstein, Stephen J 1fE5. "Elusive Narrators in HUX1I1g SLD1-won" Korean 

Studies vol. 19, pp. 1()4-111. 

!if#"'i "7/* zJ!j-0/' 

Kwnn YOLD1g-min 1987. "Contemporary Korean literature as Division 

literature." Korea jourml vol. 27.7. july, pp. 34-41. 

Pihl, Marsfull. 1m "Contemporary literature in a Divided Land" 

InDonald N Dark, ed, Korea Brir!/ing 1!E3: FestilXll q Korea, 

pp. 79-.1]5. BoulderSan FranriscoO:iford' Westview Press. 

Kang, Hyon-du "Ounging Irmge q Amerim in Korean Popular 

literature: with an Amiysis q Short Stories betwee.n 1945-1.975." 

Korea jourml vol. 16, no. 10, pp. 19-33. 

Epstein, Stephen J 1fE5. "Wanderers in the Wilderness: Irmges q 
Amerim in Ch'oe In-ho's Kipko P'UTlffl [XlI11". Korea jourml vol. 

35, no. 4, pp. 72-79. 

Fulton, BnlCe. 1fE4a "The Fictional World q a Chonglwi." Koreara, vol. 

8, no. 3, pp. 62-77. 



___ ~. 1fE4b. 'The Death cf the Yoryu Ovkka; FidiOfYli Worlds cf 
Contemporcuy Korean Women Writers." Korean Ollture 153 

(Fal!), pp. 26-33. 

Kang, Keum-sock. WarrioriWorshipperiWanderer: MatermI irmges in 

contemporcuy women writers' works. Mandakantra Bose (ed), The 

world my mother gave me: AszGn women's perspectives and 

perceptions in literature. Vancouver, Be University (/ British 

Columbia Institute cf AszGn Resmrcil 

Successes 0): Korean-to-English Literary Translation 

In addition to the ancillary articles assigned with each story, I also assign 

the students an English-language translation of the story in question. In 

cases where nne than one translation exists, I assign all known 

translations (e.g. lif.<t}J,.·h "~% t.Ht°1"). This has the obvious advantage 

of relieving the students' anxiety aoout their overall understanding of the 

story, but also introduces students to the problem of literary translation. In 

many cases, the students are reading rather IXJOr quality translations by 

Korean professors of English working in Korea6). Combined with the 

explimtion dLL texte-type close readings in class, and an obligatory 

translation assignrrent at the end of each term (closely edited over at least 

two drafts by myself), this exrffience more often than not Iffsuades 

students that they are at least as capable of producing a serviceable 

6) To ~ sure, in a n~ of cases they are reading mther IXXlf quality tmnslations by 
native speakers of English. But I do confess that I tJy to instill in my students a 
fundamental distrust and oitical attitude toward the work of literdIY tmnslators whose 
mother tongue is not English. Sec King (am) for more discussion 



translation as SOTre of the published translators in the field. 

I am pleased to report that the following students of these materials have 

produced the translations below, all of which I consider publishable (or 

within striking distance of becoming publishable): 

Translator Author Title 

Janet Poole (SOAS BA, IffiJ) °1f11~ "J2.r:-lBl-" ,,0 

Janet Poole (SOAS BA, IffiJ) °O~A} "~1l1~" 

Cecilia Y 00 (UBe MA student) {l%1l "li!. ..!i!" 
0, 0 

Cecilia Y 00 (DOC MA student) lij-/cli'.] "U.,lJI.AY' 

Cecilia Y 00 (DOC MA student} {l~n-%J. "3:.~~ ~A}" 

Teresa Lee (UBe BA, 1~) .2.1):§:j "~~ .2.IQ \!" 

Cynthia Yoo (UBe BA, l~) ~A1~ "Jf-'3! ~ ~ ~'?l7}? 
Bob Armstrong (UBC BA, Hill) ~n~~ "-?::- 010]:71" 

Sally Foster (UBe BA, mm 3::1)C11 "Bc:lt}71" 

lsabellKim (UBe BA 191)) {lA1-%J. "jtFJ~T.2} 1:l}.!il. '?i~' 

Jinny Sim (DOC BA, Iffi7) ~~Z::l "Jli5'J=" 

Julie Kim (UBe BA 191)) {lAJI:11 "L}¥-~~ ~" 

Joel Stevenson CU1£ MA l~) 'li§j\} "1::'1,, 
2:" 

Joel Stevenson (UBC MA l~) °1f11~ ""8"»BJ1i~" 

Joel Stevenson (DOC MA 1~) ;qt"}~ ".5:.~" 

Tina Lee (01£ BA l~) ~:§:j/cl "lfl~f' 

Jackie Ahn (UBC BA, 1~) {lAa~ "A}~;AW' 

Janet Hong (UBe BA) Ait"}~ "L}¥-T:i!j- {iL1" 

Janet Hong (UBe BA) t"Vd~ "'5i ~ ~AY' 
Leif Olsen Ait"}~ "t-~%" 

Jenny Kim (UBC BA, in progress) T'?l~ " 5: ~ y.~ 'i" 
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Sena Byun (UBC BA 2(XX)) 7,J*11 ",*'£7J] " 

Sena Byun (UBC BA 2(XX)) 7,J-%l~ "I-}~ ~~' 

KyunghE£ Yoo (UBC BA 2(XX)) o]~~ "i!}7~" 

D'dfna lur (UBC PhD student) o]\f~ ""b1A~~ ~~" 

Dafna lur (UBC PhD student) 7,J~~ "~it' 

Dafna lur (UBC PhD, in progress) 7,J~-B-} ".£0l-tl~" 

Dafna lur (UBC PhD, in progress) 7,J ~-B-} "-=r'tJAjit ~ I-}y.a]" 

l\1abelle Moon (UBC BA student 21~ P6, "~}y- ~~' 

l\1abelle Mxm(UBC BA student) {i~--?- "1-1% l~ o:j ;" 

In fact, some of the works aoove have won major prizes and/or been 

published (Janet Hong, Leif Olsen, Dafna Zur). Students who distinguish 

themselves in literary translation in Korean 410 have the option of 

continuing their studies at UBC in Korean 412, a course devoted exclusively 

to training in literary translation, or Korean 440, an Individual Study Project, 

and can sometimes also be given permission to take the graduate translation 

seminar with Bruce Fulton. Some of our students (Teresa Lee, Dafna Zur) 

have gone on to hold the prestigious ICF Translation Fellowship or to win 

Literature Translation Institute Korea translation grants. 

Successes (II): Student Confidence 

Few Non-Heritage undergraduate learners of Korean ever take Korean 

410; those that do are exceptionally rmtivated and typically have studied 

intensively in Korea for at least one year prior to taking the course. Thus, 

rmst of the students to date have been Heritage Learners 2nd- and 



"1.5-generation" Korean Canadians7). In the latter case, placerrent interviews 

are used to deterrnine whether Heritage Learners fit ~st in Korean 104, 

Korean 300 or 4OO-level Korean. Korean 300 is reserved for Korean 

Canadians (usually 2nd-generation)who have reasonably good speaking and 

listening skills, and can read at a basic level. In the case of 410, I accept 

Korean Canadians born in Korea who immigrated to Canada ~fore the age 

of 11 or 12. Because there is no Major in Korean at UBC and because 

Heritage Learners wanting simply to satisfy the Faculty of Arts Foreign 

Language requirerrent with Korean can do so by virtue of placing out of 

Korean 200 (second-year Korean), there is, technically speaking, little 

incentive for a Heritage Learner of Korean to take Korean at the 300- or 

400 level. However, UBC has another requirerrent the Literature 

Requirerrent, whereby students are required to take two serresters of study 

in the field of literature. The fact that Korean 410 is officially designated as 

a literature course is the main factor keeping the course alive, but in any 

case the students in upr,er level Korean courses, like the non-heritage 

learners, tend also to ~ highly motivated. 

One obvious benefit for the "I.5-generation" Koreans who take Korean 

410 has been an increase in their ability to handle sophisticated literary 

Korean, and a concomitant increase in their overall confidence with Korean. 

In my eXf£rience, many Heritage Learners of Korean 1.5-generation and 

2nd-generation Korean Canadians alike corre to the classroom with rather 

low Korean linguistic self-esteem After years and years of ~ing told by 

the first-generation Koreans around them that their Korean is deficient, they 

7) For discussion of the question of Heritage vs. Non-Heritage Learners in Korean 
language education, see Sahn (]ffi)), King (J~) and, most recently, You (am). 



develop what can only be described as a "My Korean Sucks" syndrOtre. 

And yet, they usually have highly nuanced intuitions about Korean, and tend 

to underestimate their skills and knowledge. Reading intensively and 

extensively, while discussing and thereby making explicit the many latent 

foffilS of knowledge they activate through their reading, has the effect of 

highlighting just how accurate SOtre of their intuitions really are, and of 

honing and fine-tuning intuitions that were ~haps less 'on-target'. It is 

also eIIljXlwering and fun. 

One surprising and unanticipated benefit for students particularly for 

1.5-generation Heritage Learners has been in their English writing skills. 

The literary translation coIIljXlnent of the course forces students to 

concentrate on their English writing and editing skills, and the translation 

process itself forces an intimate juxtajXlsition and confrontation of Korean 

and English in a prolonged and intense way. In many cases, students rejXlrt 

that the translation and editing process they have to go through is at least 

as beneficial as any English coIIljXlsition course they have had to take. 

Into the Future: Problem; and Prospects 

Problems: Funding and "Marketability" 

Funding. This project, which began life as the Multirredia Reader in 

Korean Short Fiction within the Korea Foundation-sjXlnsored University of 

Hawaii - KLEAR project, has enjoyed financial SUPJXlrt from a number of 

sources. Besides the initial USD$12,CXXl from the Korea Foundation, it has 



had at least that armunt again from USC (the Teaching and Learning 

Enhancerrent Fund, and the Centre for Korean Research), and recently 

garnered another $25,(XX) for the on-line reference of grammar of Korean 

literary patterns (directly related to the grammar notes for the short stories) 

and additional glossing work Seen in the overall context of the KIEAR 

project, and given that rmst of the funds were sUjJJX)rting Korean Studies 

(Korean Language and Literature) graduate students, the rmnies disbursed 

thus far have not been great. In addition, significant savings have been 

incurred at USC by hiring students under the auspices of the Work Study 

program, a scherre whereby the provincial governrrent pays sorre ffi% of 

the students' wages, in effect doubling the project rmnies. 

Marketability: In the context of the seemingly ~rrnanent state of 

financial crisis enjoyed by public universities like USC in Canada and the 

USA, ~riodic rmves on the part of university administrators to increase 

'output' and 'efficiency' inevitably target subjects and classes with small 

enrollrrents. For a ~od in the late 19n" USC's Than of Arts announced 

a lXllicy whereby she would cancel any class with less than 12 students and 

"redeploy" the erstwhile instructor (at my own undergraduate institution, 12 

students was the maximum for a language course!). Such policies have 

lXltentially dire consequences for third- and fourth-year Korean language 

courses at universities like USC. It is a comrmn feature of university 

foreign language programs that course enrollrrents ta~r off exponentially as 

one rmves higher up the curriculum, and Korean at USC is no exception. 

The enrol1rrent pyramids for the past several academic years look like thisSl.: 
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cCE-cW 97-cCJ3 fB-q} q}-(1) (1)-01 01-(J2 (J2-03 03-04 04-{lj 

Korean 1(J2: 35 35 13 18 11 18 25 29 27 

Korean 104: nla nla 9 8 8 8 6 6 9 

Korean 21): 12 24 23 13 10 5 12 10 8 

Korean :J.X): 10 17 17 20 10 9 8 7 10 

Korean 410: 8 6 17 nla 22 nla C 5 ]) 8 

Korean 415: nla nla nla 7 nla 9 nla 4 a/a 

Y fiT Totals: fi5 82 79 (lj 61 49 fl5 57 62 

There are rumors (unconfinmil that UBC's Faculty of Arts will be going 

back to a similar mininrum enrollment ]Xllicy, but so far the Korean 

language program has been spared. The ]Xlint here is not to bemoan UBC's 

financial woes, but to highlight the problem of materials development for 

Korean language teaching aiming at the higher end of the ACTFL scale. We 

have all seen dozens of times the vital statistics for Korean language 

8) The nwnbers in this table call for sorre commentary. The designation "n/a" rreans that 
the cow-se was not taught that year. The cow-ses Korean 104 ("Elerrentary Korean for 
Heritage Learners") and Korean 415 ("Advanced Conversation and ColIllXlsition"), both 
taught by my colleague Insun Lee, were inaugurated in Hrn and 1!llJ, res]:XX:tively. 
Before 1913, Korean 102 combined both Heritage and Non-heritage Learners in the sarre 
class, but was p'JpU!ated by 00% Heritage Learners. 

There is sorre irony in the fact that, once separdte tracks were established, the 

nwnber of Korean Canadians taking Elerrentary Korean has never exceeded ten, while 

the nwnber of Non-Heritage students beginning their study of Korean now regularly 

approaches II each year. With res]:XX:t to Korean 410, academic year :JXX)-:un was a 

banner year, but apparently the students who took this course both serresters that year 
found the workload excessive, giving it a reputation for being "too much work" among 

the Korean students on campus. The low enrollments from axJ'2-axl4, when Bruce 

Fulton taught the course, are due mainly to the fact that the cow-se was taught for 
just one serrester, making it ilIllXlssible for the students to use this course to satisfy 
their literature requirerrentwitlj it. 



programs across North America this many students at this university, that 

many students at that university, etc. But it would be interesting to know 

exactly how many North American university Korean programs have third

and fourth-year courses, and what the enrollrrents in these courses are. I 

suspect that the situation in those few institutions with four years of 

teaching will not be much different from UBC's. I am reminded of a 

discussion held during the first annual IYX2eting of the KLEAR Executive 

Board regarding the development of a Korean CoffilXlsition Manual for third

and/or fourth-year teaching. It emerged that only one North American 

university the University of Hawaii had the luxury of offering such a 

course. 

Teaching materials like the Multimedin Reader. . . and the Korean 

CoffilXlsition Manual are vital to the development of high-quality Korean 

language programs and to the training of students in Korean language. But 

we need to remind ourselves and our sponsors constantly of the harsh 

fmancial climate in which rrost of us work; in many cases, without outside 

financial protection and despite our best efforts and intentions to develop 

materials and programs, cost-cutting and head-counting Thmls will pull the 

rug from beneath us. There are just two ways to solve this problem: 1) find 

ways to boost enrollments in advanced courses (not always possible given 

derrographics), and/or 2) budget for protective 'course buy-outs' or 'release 

time' when applying to sponsors for funding. Thankfully, the Korea Foundation 

and other organizations in Korea seem to have taken all this to heart, and 

have begun recently to help with (2). 



Prospects: A Database for the Diaionary of Korean Grammatical Usage? 

As rrmtioned above, the grammatical notes to the two dozen-plus short 

stories completed to date comprise a substantial database of advanced! 

literary grammatical patterns in Korean with numerous valuable examples 

from twentieth-centuIy Korean prose. Currently I am compiling and editing 

these grammar notes into a reference tool that can either complerrent or be 

rrerged with the projected Dictiomry if Korean GramraJica1 Usage, 

another KLEAR project that has been slow to materialize'll. Purists might 

object that the data in such a dictionary ought to be taken from live spoken 

discourse rather than from literary sources, but collection of spoken data 

would be highly tirre-consurning and ex~nsive, and beyond the resources of 

the KIEAR program The examples from the short stories are nonetheless 

authentic (if not spoken) examples produced by Korean writers for the 

consumption of Korean readers. Here I am reminded of a remark made 

recently by an excellent student currently enrolled in Korean 410 who spent 

the last academic year studying intensively at Yonsei University. After the 

first three weeks of the course, he pulled out a tattered copy of the Y onsei 

Korean Grarnrmr for International Learners, and comrrmted that while this 

book was the only such resource available on the market for Anglophone 

learners, not a single one of the patterns glossed in the Korean 410 grammar 

9) When the KlEAR collaborative textbooks project was first laW1ched in Iffi4 with one 
million dollars in funding from the Korea FOW1datiOn, it caIre W1der harsh attack in 
Korea for its 'extravagance'. When one considers, though, that several coI1lIxments of 
the project remain W1Completed after ten years, it seems clear that the original plans 
were both too ambitious and severely W1der-funded. 



notes so far could be found in the Yonsei book! 

One final fX)int worth making about the grammar annotations concerns 

the wayin which these are written. Students taking a course like Korean 410 

have not signed up for a course in Korean linguistics or for a course in the 

structure of the Korean language. Thus, grammar notes need to be 

infonrntive without being "linguisticky," and they need to be short and 

catchy, ideally with the occasional rmermnic "tag" or narre for certain 

high-frequency patterns. Norrenclature and terminology becorre an issue 

here, and works in Korean by Korean grammarians are of no assistance in 

this matter. I have taken the short descriptions and explanations in Martin 

(lgQ) as my starting fX)int, but have not hesitated to embellish, alter or 

elaborate these as I see fit in the light of my own eXIHience and of other 

reference materials, e.g., Ho-min Sohn OSB'l, Ism). 

Summary and Conclusions 

The Multimedia Reader in Modem Korean Short Fiction, now best 

conceived of as Web-ixIsed Resources for the Study r! Modem Korean 

Short Fiction, is well along the way to completion, despite sorre initial 

delays, dead-ends and setbacks. With the reallocation of project tasks and 

continuing financial SU]JDJrt, this project promises to provide a valuable tool 

for the teaching of advanced reading skills in literary Korean and the 

appreciation of modem Korean fiction. In addition, the project has the 

fX)tential to provide valuable spin-off materials for the projected Dictiomry 

r! Korean Grarnrmtiml Usage or perhaps for a separate, stand-alone 



reference manual. 

My work on glossing the vocabulary and structural patterns for such a 

substantial repertoire of authentic literary texts raises a number of 

interesting practical and theoretical questions about the roles and tws of 

glossing in second language reading pedagogy. It also raises the question of 

explicit grammar instruction. In this regard, it is interesting to note that 

many Heritage Learners, when asked during placerrent interviews why they 

wish to take Korean courses at UBC, reply that "their grammar sucks" and 

that they want to "learn grammar." Ths accords with the exr.erience of 

Professor Rich Robin with Heritage Learners of Russian (see Robin 2(02), It 

is sorrehow ironic that now, at a titre when Heritage Language issues have 

gained prominence in a language education climate where grammar 

instruction ("fonn-focused" instruction in the current parlance) is almost a 

dirty word, grammar should be precisely what many learners want from 

their courses. After all, the typical Heritage Learner (if there is such a 

thing) already scores rather well on the various "communicative proficiency" 

measures that are emphasized so much in the case of Non-heritage 

Learners. It may be that glossed texts (whether of the hyperrm:lia variety 

or not) of the sort developed in Korean 410 can go a long way to meeting 

this demand for intensive fonn-focused learning, while also facilitating 

valuable exposure in the areas of culture and literature. * 

* ~ i'::L~ :m4. 10. 31. -'F-.:E.5'1~~9, 11. 12. {J!-}7} !-13)-5'1<>1, 11. 31 {J!-}7} %-li5'1 

~%. 
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-Abstract 

Teaching Korean Language through Literature 

-Reflections on a decade of experience with Modern Korean Short Fiction 

R. King 

lbis parer intrcxiuces my exrerience over the past decade as I have continued 

to prepare and teach from a set of advanced Korean language teaching materials 

based on mcxIem short fiction. The objectives of the project, Multimedia Reader in 

Modem Korean Short Fiction, launched in Im4, is generally to provide a generous 

selection of amply annotated mcxIem Korean short stories for Anglophone learners 

of Korean studying in North Arrerican tmiversities, and eventually to improve 

students' comprehension of each specific Korean short story, to improve their 

retention of Korean vocabulary and cultural references, to increase their enjoyrrent 

and appreciation of Korean language literary texts, and generally to improve 

Korean language reading skills. 

The process of the glossing literary texts is as follows: we have selected the 

short stories for the reader/student and annotated them over past ten years. After 

combining rersonal preference, consultation with leading critics in Seoul, advice 

from colleagues, we have considered two nue criteria : 'length' and 'relative 

easiness for an Anglophone learner of Korean'. Then, we could have a selection of 

wide range of pericxis, authors and theJres. Then we have processed next stages: 

text input and proofreading, vocabulary annotations, grarmnar notes, culture notes 

and other annotations. After that, we have placed all the texts on the web with all 



glosses and annotations connected via hYlfflinks using software, narred GALT 

and LIBRA 

The problems and success encountered teaching from the Multirredia Reader ... 

materials for past two years at UBC are as follows: The problems are to grade the 

stories by difficulties, to make materials available in website, to decide how to talk 

about Korean language in class, to provide a back-up readings and so on. 

However, this project promises to provide a valuable tool for teaching of advanced 

reading skills in literary Korean and the appreciation of modem Korean fiction. 

[Key words] Modem Korean Short Fiction, Korean language teaching materials, 

Roles and ~s of glossing, Culture and literature 


